
 

Investment Attraction Program for China Automotive 

Aftermarket International Industry Development Forum and 

Imported Lubricant Brand Summit 2019 

Category Description 
Sponsorship 

price 

General title 

1. On-site billboard 4M*2.5M publicity at lubricant focused media for 3 months 

2. The general title company will appear in all the publicity items, including at the bottom 

of the main screen 

320 minutes of keynote speech at the thematic forum 

4.Participate in the matchmaking link of the strictly selected brands on the supply and 

demand sides 

5. 4-meter publicity booth at the summit site, theme exhibition at the center (free and 

unified erection services), with desks and chairs provided 

6. 10 tickets for the award-presenting dinner on the 20th, worth XXX 

7. A 3X3=9 square meters standard booth for imported lubricant at the exhibition site. 

8. 3 hotel rooms for 2 nights 

9. The company information placed in the brochure package 

250,000 

Diamond 

sponsorship 

1. Appear as the diamond sponsoring enterprise in all the publicity items of the forum 

2. Appear as the diamond sponsoring enterprise in all the publicity items and online 

publicity at key lubricant media for 3 months 

3. Participate in the discussion at the round-table forum of the conference 

4. 6 roll-up spaces at the venue 

5. A 3X3=9 square meters standard booth for imported lubricant at the exhibition site 

6. 5 tickets for the award-presenting dinner on the 20th, worth XXX 

7. 2 hotel rooms for 2 nights 

8. Participate in the matchmaking link of the strictly selected brands on the supply and 

demand sides 

9. The company information placed in the brochure package 

150,000 

 



Gold sponsorship 

1. Appear as the gold sponsoring enterprise in all the publicity items of the forum 

2. Appear as the gold sponsoring enterprise in all the publicity items and publicity at 

key lubricant media for 3 months 

3. 4 roll-up spaces at the venue 

4. 3 tickets for the award-presenting dinner on the 20th, worth XXX 

5. 2 hotel rooms for 1 nights 

6. Participate in the matchmaking link of the strictly selected brands on the supply and 

demand sides 

7. A 3X3=9 square meters standard booth for imported lubricant at the exhibition site 

8. The company information placed in the brochure package 

50,000 

On-site booth at 

the summit 

1. 4-meter publicity booth at the summit site, theme exhibition at the center (free and 

unified erection services), with desks and chairs provided 

2. 4 roll-up spaces at the venue 

3. A 3X3=9 square meters standard booth for imported lubricant at the exhibition site 

20,000 

 

 

 


